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Define the differences between happiness
and joy.

List the benefits of joy.

Identify common roadblocks to joy.

Understand various pathways to cultivating
joy.

List various practices to actualize these
pathways and to increase joy in your life.

Exercise
◦ Reflect for a moment on what you believe might make you
happier.
◦ If you could change one thing in order to achieve greater
happiness, what might it be?

◦ Close your eyes and imagine a future version of yourself,
happy and fulfilled.
◦ What do you think might have to occur to get you there?

Most people come up
with responses such as:
◦ Finding a new job
◦ Moving to a new place
◦ Meeting the love of your life
◦ Achieving financial security
◦ Having children
◦ Owning a beautiful home
◦ Becoming more physically attractive
◦ Improving your physical health

Falling prey
to “If/Then”
Style of
Happiness
Thinking…

Such changes in circumstance rarely lead to true and
lasting happiness.

We often look for happiness in all the wrong places.
Harvard psychologist, Daniel Gilbert, aptly pointed out
that most of us tend to be quite poor at predicting
what will actually make us happy and full-filled.
These “If/Then” strivings actually pull us farther away
from lasting happiness and well-being.

Psychologist Daniel Kahneman (2010) found that the impact
of money on happiness ceases to be significant once a
person reaches an annual income around $75,000.

Money &
Wealth

Once a person has met their basic needs, additional income
has only a marginal impact on well-being levels.
The wealthiest Americans’ happiness levels barely surpassed
that of their own office staff and blue-collar workers in
another study.

Americans’ happiness levels are declining despite increased
material gains.
Our preoccupation with wealth may even have a
detrimental effect on happiness.

The connection between marriage and happiness is complex.
Findings suggest a correlation, rather than causation. Happier
people tend to have stronger relationships and are more likely to
get married.

Marriage

There may be an initial boost in happiness in the first two years
after marriage, and then return to baseline.
An exceptionally “happy and strong marriage” however can
have an enormous impact on overall well-being, and an
“unhappy” marriage can drastically contribute to one’s misery.
George Washington was correct when he described marriage as
either the “foundation of happiness or misery.”

Our culture is obsessed with appearance.

Physical
Attractiveness

Psychologist Ed Diener (1995) found that there was no
correlation between happiness levels of those rated
as attractive compared to those rated as less so.
Fashion models have been found to have much lower
levels of happiness compared to the average person
(Meyer, 2007).
There is support , however, for the notion that happier
people tend to rate themselves as more beautiful and
attractive.

Geography
◦ Studies have not found that people living
in more temperate climates are any
happier than those in the Midwest.

Studies have found that our circumstances account for
about ____% of our happiness level.
Why?
Human beings have an amazing capacity to adapt to
our circumstances. Thus, while we may have temporary
changes in the degree of happiness based on our life
circumstances, we tend to revert to a place of
equilibrium, or homeostasis.
We see this with both strokes of good fortune (winning the
lottery) and painful emotions associated with loss and
setbacks (spinal cord injuries).

Circumstances…

Happiness
versus Joy

Is there a
difference?

Defining happiness…
Commonly, “The
state of being
happy.”

“A state of wellbeing and
contentment.”

Contentment,
pleasure,
satisfaction,
cheerfulness,
merriment, delight.

Happiness is tied to
circumstance.

Attached to
external situations
and events.

Ebbs and flows as
circumstances
come and go.

The Greek word for happiness is
“Makarios.”

Happiness…

Used to describe a person who
received some form of good
fortune, such as money or health.
Opposite is _____________.

Defining
Joy

Commonly, “A
feeling of great
pleasure and
happiness.”

Joy is tied to
spirit and
gratitude.

Jubilation,
triumph,
exultation,
rejoicing, glee,
exhilaration,
elation,
exuberance.

It is constantly
tethered to our
hearts by spirit
and gratitude.

Greek word for joy is “Chairo.”

Joy…

Described by the ancient Greeks as the
“culmination of being” and the “good mood of
the soul.”
This is believed to be found only through
spirituality (however defined by the individual)
and comes with virtue and wisdom.
Opposite is ___________.

On joy…
“Joy seems to me a step beyond happiness.
Happiness is a sort of atmosphere you can live in sometimes
when you’re lucky.
Joy is a light that fills you with hope and faith and love.”
Adela Rogers St. Johns

We need both happiness and joy!
Combined, these include:

◦ A strong presence of positive and pleasant emotions in the present, as well as
towards the past and future.
◦ A feeling of connection to others and to our activities, pursuits and vocations.
◦ An underlying feeling of satisfaction with our life.

◦ A deep sense of meaning and purpose that anchors us even when our more
fleeting positive emotions are absent.

Benefits of Joy
◦ Improved health

◦ Healthier and more satisfying
relationships
◦ Happier and healthier marriage
◦ Improved job performance
◦ Improved emotional well-being
◦ Increased creativity
◦ More altruistic
◦ Live longer

Roadblocks to Joy

Genetics

Impact of
modern culture

Social
comparison

Misunderstanding
true happiness

Negativity bias of
the brain

If/Then style of
happiness
thinking and
strivings

Scarcity
mentality

Rising aspirations
and hedonic
adaptation

Fear of the dark

Genetics
◦ Our genes play a strong role in
determining our overall happiness “set
point,” or baseline level of happiness.
◦ Most studies suggest that our genes
account for about ___% of our happiness
level (determined through identical twin
studies raised apart).
◦ We can modify this through our
behaviors and choices.

RISING ASPIRATIONS
AND HEDONIC
ADAPTATION

We become
accustomed to a
higher level of
comfort or luxury,
and tend to want
more.

Comparison is all about conformity and
competition (Brown, 2010).
We struggle with the crushing paradox of “fit in and
stand out.” Be like everyone else, but better.
We can spend enormous amounts of energy
conforming and competing.

Comparison

“Am I ahead? Behind? How do I measure up?”
It has been said that, “comparison is the thief of
happiness.”
Such focus moves us away from self-acceptance,
belonging, and authenticity.
Letting go of this is not a check-list task, but rather
an ongoing choice requiring ongoing awareness.

Negativity bias of the brain
We are wired to be unhappy.

Our brains are designed for
survival and danger/threat
detection.

Neuropsychologist Rick
Hanson described our brains
as like “Velcro” for bad, and
“Teflon” for good.

We have a built in negativity
bias, meaning we tend to
remember bad outcomes
much more easily than good
ones, and negative events
tend to impact us more
strongly than positive ones.

The good news is that we
can change our brains via
self-directed neuroplasticity.
Our brains can actually
change through our mindsets
and behaviors.

Scarcity mentality
We are afraid to lose what we
love the most.

We hate that there are no
guarantees in life.

Before we even sit up in bed and
start our day, we are already
inadequate, behind, losing, or
lacking something. We are not
smart enough, educated enough,
rich enough, successful enough,
thin enough, attractive enough,
etc.

Thoughts of “not enough” occur
to us automatically. We don’t
have enough exercise, work,
profits, power, wilderness,
weekends, money, etc.

When we climb into bed at the
end of the day, we are burdened
by thoughts of what we didn’t
get, or didn’t get done that day.

Sometimes we miss out on the burst of joy
experienced in ordinary, everyday moments,
because we are too busy chasing down
extraordinary moments.

Fear of the
dark

Other times we are so afraid of the dark that we don’t
dare let ourselves enjoy the light.

Our fear of something terrible happening robs us from
fully embracing, or even pursuing, joyful present
moments.
We become mired in thinking about our good fortune
or pleasant experiences coming to an end. I’m not
going to allow myself to feel this joy because I know it
won’t last.

The path of gratitude
The path of kindness and altruism

Pathways
to Joy

The path of the present moment

The path of forgiveness
The path of self-compassion
The path of optimism

The path of connection

Gratitude
◦ Cultivation of gratitude has been shown to be one of the most effective
and reliable ways to boost our happiness and to change our lives in
meaningful and lasting ways.
◦ Robert Emmons defined gratitude as “a sense of wonder, thankfulness,
and appreciation for life.”
◦ He described 2 separate, but interconnected parts:
1. Acknowledging the goodness that is present in our lives.
2. Recognition that the source of these blessings lies at least
partially outside of the self.
◦ Gratitude an be both external (thanking someone), or internal (reflection
on the good).

Although gratitude may be harder to practice during
painful times, research has shown that doing so is
especially important.

Gratitude in
both good
& bad times

Viktor Frankl, in Man’s Search for Meaning, described
how though much remains outside our control, the
“last of human freedoms” is the ability to choose
one’s attitude in a given set of circumstances.

We can adopt an “attitude of gratitude.”

Attitude is good. Attitude and practice is even
greater.

Gratitude Practices
1. Name one thing in your current experience that you are grateful for today.
2. Take a moment with each of your senses and see where you can connect
and feel gratitude.
3. Reflect on moments of connection with a friend or loved one.
4. Notice a tool, item, resource, or routine thing that makes your daily life better.
5. What book or character has positively influenced your life?
6. Where is your gratitude place?

7. What is your gratitude patronus?
8. What three things are you grateful for today?
9. What part of your body are you grateful for?
*awakenpeacehealing.com

Further gratitude practices
Three Good Things- Notice positive
events that occur on a daily basis.

The Gratitude Journal- Notice more
stable, overarching gratitude sources
in our lives.

Our Inner George Bailey- Reflect on
how your life would be different if not
for a particular person, opportunity,
or experience. Imagining the
absence of something important to
us allows us to better appreciate the
joy we receive from it.

Reflecting on Hardship- Reflect on a
past hard time in your life and how
you overcame it. This can give new
perspective to your present situation.

A Day of Thanks- Commit to a day in
which you go out of your way to
express gratitude for everyone who
treats you with kindness.

Gratitude Letter and Visit- Write and
deliver a letter of thanks to someone
in your life.

Do something for the benefit of another, with no direct measurable or
material benefit to yourself.

The Path of
Kindness &
Altruism

Studies have found that practicing such kindness such as through
volunteering is linked to increased happiness levels, a greater sense of
meaning and purpose, decreased rates of stress and mental illness,
lower suicide rates, improvement in physical health symptoms, higher
self-esteem, improved school performance, less risk for substance
abuse, and even increased longevity.

Kind acts change our brains. They influence our neurochemistry
(release dopamine and endorphins). They are also likely to come back
to us down the road, called “reciprocal altruism.”

On
kindness…

There is “no such thing as a small act of kindness.
Every act creates a ripple effect with no logical
end.”
Scott Adams, Dilbert cartoonist

The path of the present moment
◦ The state of mindlessness is very common in our chaotic, frenzied culture.
◦ We often spend excessive time ruminating about the past, or worrying about the
future.
◦ We are vulnerable to falling into self-destructive patterns of feeling, thinking and
behaving without realizing it, and have little conscious awareness of what we are
doing and why.
◦ Rather than truly noticing our feelings and experiences, particularly those that are
painful or that make us feel vulnerable, we engage in behaviors (consciously or not)
that tend to numb and take the edge off. We are distracted. We anesthetize with
staying busy, shopping, planning, social media, food, sex, alcohol, drugs, relationships,
work, caretaking, gossiping, gambling, money, chaos, constant change, etc.

◦ The antidote is mindfulness and intention.

Mindfulness
Concept has been around for
thousands of years.

Only recently become understood
and appreciated scientifically.

Mindfulness involves “maintaining
moment-to-moment awareness of
our thoughts, bodily sensations,
feelings and surrounding
environment.” It involves
acceptance and non-judgment of
what is, without wishing for things to
be any different than they are.

Mindfulness changes our brains
(areas of our brain associated with
positive emotion, concentration and
empathy become more activated,
while areas associated with stress
and fear become inhibited).

It takes us off auto-pilot.

It changes our relationship to our
thoughts and experiences, and helps
us to accept reality.

Mindful breathing
Mindfulness of emotions and thoughts

Mindfulness
Practices

Mindfulness of body sensations
Mindfulness in our communication,
relationships and behaviors
React vs Respond
Practicing one-mindfully skill during simple,
every day tasks

“Resentment is like drinking poison and then
hoping it will kill your enemies.”
Nelson Mandela

The Path of
Forgiveness

“If a person is struck by an arrow, is it painful?”
“Now if a person is then struck by a second
arrow, is it even more painful?”

“In life, we can’t control the first arrow, the initial
source of our pain. But the second arrow is our
reaction to the first. The second arrow is
optional.”
The Buddha’s teaching

Forgiveness is not forgetting.

Forgiveness is not about the other person.

Forgiveness
is not…

Forgiveness is not condoning or minimizing.

Forgiveness is not reconciliation.

Forgiveness is not a quick fix.
Barriers to forgiveness include misconceptions about what it
means to forgive, and not having fully grieved before
preparing to forgive.

The Forgiveness Letter. Write an explanation of the way in which you felt hurt by their
actions, of the impact on you, of your forgiveness towards that person, and of your
choice to let go of your anger and to move on with your life.

Forgiveness
Practices

Remembering Forgiveness. Reflect on a time in which you were forgiven and of the
impact on you moving forward in your life.
Forgiveness Mediation. During a meditation practice, say the following aloud to
yourself while visualizing the offending person, “You have caused me hurt and pain,
but I have carried this burden for too long. To the extent that I am ready and able, I
offer you forgiveness. You have caused me harm, but I forgive you.”
Drawing Strength from Adversity. Reflect on the good that came from an
experience.

Empathize. Pursue understanding of the other person and what led to the offense.

The Path of
Self-Compassion
1. Mindful awareness and acceptance of
what is
2. Self-kindness
3. Shared humanity- awareness that we
all suffer, make mistakes & want to be
happy

4. The willingness to act to relieve suffering

Loving Kindness Practice
◦ “May I be healthy”

◦ “May I be happy”
◦ “May I be safe”
◦ “May I be peaceful”
◦ “May I be prosperous”
◦ “May I live with ease”
◦ “May I be loved”

Self-Compassion Exercises
◦ “I affirm with infinite love and gratitude that I am _________”
◦ Breathe deeply

◦ Recognize your unique talents and gifts
◦ Forgive yourself for mistakes
◦ Develop an affirmation
◦ Give yourself a warm hug
◦ Actively reduce stress and negativity
◦ Develop and invite peace, love and enjoyment into your life
◦ Connect with your source of wisdom

Compassion for others
Send loving, kind wishes to…
◦ A loved one

◦ Someone who has helped you
◦ A stranger
◦ Someone with whom you are in conflict
◦ All beings everywhere
“May _________be healthy”
“Along with me, _________wants to be happy and free from
suffering.”

“There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking
makes it so.”
Willliam Shakespeare (Hamlet, Act 2)

The Path of
Optimism

“If you change the way you look at things, the
things you look at change.”
Dr. Wayne Dyer

“A pessimist sees the difficulty in every
opportunity; an optimist sees opportunity in every
difficulty.”
Winston Churchill

Dispositional optimism reflects the manner in
which we look towards the future.

Optimism

Attributional optimism reflects the manner in
which we habitually explain to ourselves why
events happen. Optimists see success as
attributable to global, stable, and internal factors,
and setbacks as specific, temporary, and external
in nature. Those suffering from depression do the
opposite.

Benefits of Optimism
Optimism helps
us to cope with
challenges

Optimism helps
us to achieve
goals

Optimism shortcircuits
rumination

Optimism
breeds positive
emotions

Optimism
changes our
brains

Optimists tend
to receive and
utilize supports

Optimism serves
as a buffer from
mental health
problems

Slow and Steady Wins the Race. Break down your
goals into steps.

Optimism
Practices

Overcoming Pessimism. Replace your negative
thoughts with more positive and realistic thoughts.
A Positive Future. Spend 20” per day for a week
visualizing and journaling about your future as positive.
Explain Setbacks Like an Optimist.
Reflect on Success.

The Path of Connection
◦ We were born and designed to connect.
◦ The quality of our connections matter.
◦ Technology is tricky.
◦ On the surface, it might appear that we are more connected to one another than ever.
Social media has enabled instant connections with people across the planet. It has the
potential, however, to pull people apart in terms of the deep, genuine connections that
play such a crucial role in our well-being. We have traded _________ for _________.
◦ Recent studies have found that Americans today have fewer close and genuine
connections than they did even 20 years ago (2006).
◦ ____% of all Americans report feeling they have no one to confide in.
◦ People with perceived high levels of social support and connection tend to be significantly
happier, have lower levels of depression and anxiety, and better able to cope and “bounce
back” from setbacks.

The Gratitude Letter and Visit.

Unplug and Connect.

Connection
Practices

The Gratitude Report Card. Write down one thing you
are grateful for each day in a particular relationship
and share that face-to-face at the end of the week.
Active-Constructive Responding to Good News.

Loving Kindness Practice.

Find your place of
harmony
◦ Bring awareness to your perception and interpretation
of what is happening.
◦ Reframe negative thinking
◦ Shift your response to stressors
◦ Maintain healthy boundaries
◦ Set an intention
◦ Practice self-compassion

◦ Practice gratitude

Three Things
You Will
Practice to
Cultivate
Joy in Your
Life:

1.

2.
3.
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